There are wounds that never
show on the body,
but are deeper and more hurtful
than anything that bleeds.

Our USA Re-Boot Resort is a weeklong, intensive treatment program that uses proven and evidence-based methods to treat
those with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and related conditions. Treatment, food and lodging are provided to
soldiers and veterans at no cost.

Our treatment program is available to anyone suffering from symptoms of PTSD. Children, at-risk teens, military veterans
and other adults with PTSD and related conditions are given the opportunity to “re-boot” psychologically. They also learn
tools to sustain their improvement after returning home.
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Executive Director Johnny Urrutia has worked one-on-one
with sufferers struggling with PTSD. When he combined
equine therapy with several other successful treatment
models, he found that this work is “the most wonderful,
powerful thing I’ve ever seen.”
With treatments from USA Re-Boot Resort – and some help
from our four-legged equine friends – men, women and
children find peace and again have hope. They are able to
enjoy satisfying relationships and healthy lives.
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1-WEEK PROGRAM

Our treatment program has consistently
proven very successful in improving the
quality of our clients’ lives. On average,
participants report a 70 percent
improvement rate in their psychological
wellbeing after completing our one-week
retreat, and no one has ever reported less
than a 40 percent improvement.

Because our participants and their support
persons are trained in a Community
Resiliency Model that helps after they
return home, improvement is sustained
over the long term.
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*USA Reboot Resort is a nonprofit, tax-exempt, publicly supported organization under Sections 501 (c)(3) of the IRS Code, and is incorporated and
registered in Idaho. All donations are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. Please seek the advice of your financial adviser.

I can’t thank the folks at Glanbia enough for supporting this
program. My husband went through the PTSD program with
IHT and it was the only thing that ever really helped him,
and it is still helping him several years later! Seeing this
continue for our vets brings me great joy for so many other
families who have walked a mile in my shoes. Thank you for
bringing light and hope back to their lives.
–

FOUNDER

Equine Specialist - Johnny U is a certified Level
II equine specialist through EAGALA, a model
of equine-assisted psychotherapy services
which focuses on growth and learning.

FOUNDER

Equine Specialist, Marketing Director - Karla is
also certified through EAGALA as an Equine
Specialist. The daughter of a doctor and a
minister, Karla has always been motivated by
the desire to help others.

We have long-term goals for

sustainability of this program—your
investment today helps to get us to

that point so that we can continue to
serve these men and women without
charging them for these services after
all they have already given.

Idaho Horse Therapy, Inc.
838 West 520 North
Shoshone, ID 83352
(208) 320-0426

email@usarebootresort.org

